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�
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QUIZ
Link

Table of Contents

CONVENIENT LINKS FOR YOU!:
Left click (Ctrl Click  in AutoCAD) on any of 
our logo images above for live links to our 
quiz web pages, videos, views or photos.

�
EKHO
VIDEO

Link

Click on this icon to link to a matching exercise VIEW quickly 
for the exercise. (ACAD only! )

Click on this icon to link to a matching EKHO video quickly. 
(Ctrl  + Click to activate in AutoCAD! )

Clicking this icon links to the matching automated quiz so 
you can have your drawing evaluated and receive feedback 
and tips!

Clicking on photo images (raster images) in EKHO's PDF 
books will bring up a full resolution original for detailed 
viewing by curious minds!

EKHO Manor Garden Shed Project is a great 
warm up exercise for students to learn how to do 

a simple architectural model as shown below!
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EKHO Training Videos
Anytime, AnyPlace!

Very Refined Efficiency!

EKHO Exercise Drawings

�
EKHO Online Quizzes

Instant Feedback Now!

http://www.ekhovideos.com/EKHODeluxeAutoCADHomeworkAssignments.html
http://www.ekhovideos.com/ekhosquizztitles.html
http://www.ekhovideos.com
http://www.ekhovideos.com/ekhosquizztitles.html
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AUTOMATED CHECKING QUIZZES - BETTER THAN A PRIVATE TUTOR!
EKHO's bonus drawings are provided as extra practice for EKHO students to hone their 2D 
AutoCAD drawing skills after completing EKHO's Level 1 course .  They have proved invaluable 
over the past many years in providing students with precise objectives and automated quizzes 
that will check your work accurately for successful completion.  The automated on-line quizzes  
are designed to function better and quicker than your own private tutor checking your work! They 
will help you build speed, accuracy and certification exam skills as well!  Your value in the job 
market is based on performance, greatly enhanced by these bonus practice drawings!

TIME YOUR DRAWING EFFORTS - EXPERIENCE IMPROVEMENT!
It is essential that you time yourself to watch for speed improvements and complete the quizzes 
to ensure your drawing is accurately completed.  We have provided a very convenient automated 
link in the top right corner of each page for your convenience in both this drawing and our PDF 
book.  Just click on it and complete the short quiz in under 5 minutes after your drawing is 
completed!  This process will pay you back handsomely with improved skill and accuracy!

MAJOR TIME SAVER FOR TEACHERS AND STUDENTS!
What used to be a small section of our AutoCAD Level 1 book can now be purchased as a 
separate extensive exercise booklet, in either hard copy or electronic linked PDF format, for 
teachers or students wanting to just provide exercise activities with automatic checking  for their 
students or themselves. This is a MAJOR time saver  for both teachers and students!

LEAP AHEAD OF YOUR PEERS!
As with all of EKHO's training materials, we provide tips that will boost your speed, productivity 
and skills plus put you miles ahead of your peers who are probably not taking any training at all! 
Based on the statistics of how many AutoCAD users have been formally trained, only a small 
minority take any training at all, and of those who do take training, not many will enjoy the luxury 
of EKHO's strong results and successful track record!  Stop to sharpen your dull saw regularly!
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Foreword

Boldt Castle Gazebo - Thousand Islands - July 16, 2 006.
Challenging and fun EKHO Student Project!

YOUR SUCCESS WILL AMAZE YOU!
We have been using these exercises very 
successully for over 18 years with all of 
EKHO's classroom students. They have 
proved to be absolutely invaluable in giving 
students very  high marks on their certification 
exams and providing them with a strong set of 
skills and confidence in being able to use 
AutoCAD with great speed and efficiency!  If 
you complete the exercises AND the 
automated quizzes to evaluate your progress 
you too will enjoy the same success and 
confidence of thousands of EKHO students
before you!  Let our refinements work for you!
Remember to complete EKHO's AutoCAD 
Level 1 course first!

http://www.ekhovideos.com/EKHODeluxeAutoCADHomeworkAssignments.html
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How to Use these PRACTICE Drawings Best!
• Review the hard copy manual to decide which bonus exercise drawings look the most 

interesting for your AutoCAD learning needs, mechanical style or architectural style.
• Use the electronic PDF copy to access the quizzes by means of the convenient Quiz Links.
• Open BONUS_EXERCISES_20.dwg to work side by side with EKHO's drawing copies.
• Play the videos on how to create the drawing after trying on your own first.
•••• Time yourself  on the first attempt and then redo the drawing later and compare your 

improved time.  Use TIME, Reset  to set the Elapsed  timer to 0 before you start inside our 
drawings or you will be viewing the total time we have spent on the drawing, not your own.

• Most important of all, answer the automatically scored quizzes  to see if your drawing is 
accurate.  This is better than having a private tutor marking your work because of:

1. The accuracy of the Inquiry  toolbar questions checking your precision AutoCAD work.
2. You can do the quiz when you  are ready and not when your classmates are!
3. You get instant scores/feedback  without waiting on a busy instructor & classmates!

• Take advantage of EKHO's convenient My Report Card  on page 34 to keep track of your 
success and monitor your speed improvements with 2nd attempts at the drawings.

• Plot scales declared on each page are based on 1:1 plots on Letter size  paper!
• Draw your own version without help first.  Cut/Paste our copy & check for errors when stuck!
• The EKHO Signature Series of drawings is a

unique, exciting collection from a real life project to
give students a great sense of real jobs!

There are three different easy methods for a student to start these bonus exercise drawings.
1. Work inside of this drawing BONUS_EXERCISES_20.dwg by Ctrl-Clicking on the 

EKHO Exercise Link  icon which will take you to the correct view in model space to 
start your own version side by side with EKHO's copy of the model.

2. Work inside of a separate external drawing by Ctrl-Clicking on The EKHO Drawing 
Link icon which will also take you to the correct view in model space.

3. Start your own new drawing by left clicking on AutoCAD's New File icon and start 
everything from scratch.  ���� This will provide the best learning experience for  a 
keen student because you are starting from scratch . ����
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General Instructions

EKHO Signature Series

3 WAYS TO START

ICON EASY EASIER EASIEST

�

�

����

EKHO
Exercise

Link

EKHO
Drawing

Link

LEARNING BENEFITS:
� Good
� Better
���� Best

Choose one of these three 
easy methods to learn how 
to create these PRACTICE 
drawings based on your 
confidence level and past 
experience.  Try drawing 
the exercise first and then 
watch our videos for tips!

http://www.ekhovideos.com/EKHODeluxeAutoCADHomeworkAssignments.html
http://www.ekhovideos.com/Web_Galleries/Bonus_Exercises_Level1/Albums/Album2/PDFS/BONUS_EXERCISES_20%2020.pdf
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Mechanical Style Drawings9

Scale: 1:2

GENEVA CAM DWG

SETUP:
Place the center point of the 0.75" radius center circle
(with keyway) at coordinates 7.50, 5.50.

QUESTIONS:
1. The total length of arc A is closest to:   (A) 3.00   (B) 3.10   (C) 3.21  (D) 3.30   (E) 3.40
2. The angle formed in the X-Y plane from the intersection at B to the center of arc C is:
    (A) 7 degrees   (B) 10 degrees    (C) 13 degrees   (D) 16 degrees   (E) 19 degrees
3. The X,Y coordinate value of the midpoint of line D is:
    (A) 5.27,7.13    (B) 5.27,7.17   (C) 5.23,7.13   (D) 5.31,7.13  (E) 5.31,7.09
4. The total area of the geneva cam with the 1.50" diameter arc and keyway removed is closest to:
    (A) 27.20   (B) 27.30   (C) 27.40  (D) 27.52   (E) 27.60
5. Use the SCALE  command to reduce the Geneva Cam in size. Use 7.5,5.50 as the base point; 
use a scale factor of 0.83 units. The X,Y coordinate value of the intersection at E is:
   (A) 8.12,8.73   (B) 8.12,8.76   (C) 8.12,8.81   (D) 8.12,8.86    (E) 8.12,8.91
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2D DRAWING TIPS :
1. Draw the repeating pattern portion 
of the perimeter first.
2. Avoid using partial arcs or lines 
for the repeating pattern.
3. Use ARRAY  to create a circular 
pattern with the 6 repeating patterns.
4. Use PEDIT to join up the 6 
patterns on the outside edge.
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DRAWING TIPS:
1. Draw LINEs tangent to the 2 biggest 

circles.

2. Use PEDIT to join the slots as one 

PLINE.

3. Use OFFSET to create the biggest hole.

4. You can use a HATCH pattern to 

determine areas now in AutoCAD 2006 

and save the Add/Subtract hassles with 

the AREA command.

5. Use ID command to find coordinate 

locations.

FIREWIRE DRIVEEH20060307
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PLATE2 2002 DWG
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Mechanical Style Drawings12

Scale: 1:1

PLATE2 2002 DWG

3D View of the Plate drawing.

2D INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Draw this plate as shown here, starting the left circles' center at 0,0.

2. Add the dimensions if you have covered dimensioning or try it for PRACTICE.

   The dimensions will verify your drawing accuracy.

3.  Draw in 2D for Level 1 course, 3D for AutoCAD 3D class.

4.  Write down your Start time:    ___________________

5.  Write down your Finish time:  ___________________

6.   Use the "TIME" command, Reset option before you start and

      see how the "Elapsed timer " compares to what you wrote down.

      : _______hrs.__________mins. (How do they compare?)

2D QUESTIONS:
1.  What is the area of the plate closest to?    a. 7.367 sq. ins.   b.  7.2672   c.  7.4672    d.  7.5672 sq. ins.

2.  What is the area of the plate minus the 4 holes, closest to?    a. 4.6949  b. 4.7949   c. 4.5949   d.  4.3949

3.  What are the x,y coordinates of point "A"?

a.  X = 2.7829     Y = 0.5099    b. X = 1.6829     Y = -0.6099

c.  X = 1.7829     Y = -0.5099  d.  X = 3.7829     Y = -0.7099

4.  What is the outside perimeter of the whole plate?   a.  11.7893  b.  11.7389  c.  11.8739  d.  11.7839  e.  11.9839

5.  What is the perimeter of the largest hole?   a. 4.2412  b.  4.4122  c.  4.5212  d.  4.3212  e.  4.4212
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Boldt Castle Gazebo - July 16, 2006
(Similar to this EKHO exercise dwg.)
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BOLDT CASTLE Gazebo

BONUS_EXERCISES_20
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Scale: 1/4" = 1'

BOLDT CASTLE Gazebo

SET-UP INSTRUCTIONS
1. Using the UNITS command:

A. Set UNITS to Decimal.
B. Set the accuracy to 2 decimal places.
C. Set the number of digits to the right of the decimal point to 2 for angles.
D. Accept the defaults for the remaining prompts.

2. Dimensioning is optional for your own quality control purposes.
3. Hatching is not required for this exercise except for aesthetics or AREA  info.
4. Start the drawing with the largest floor circle at coordinates 0,0. ( B)
5. The 10 x 12" dia. stone columns are offset by 8" from the outside wall.
6. Place the 5 stone columns equally around the 8" offset arc.

DRAWING QUESTIONS
1.   The DISTance from column A's center to column C's center is: ___________.
2.   The angle from Column D to Colum C is: ___________.
3.   The total floor AREA  of the gazebo's 2 round rooms (blue hatched area) is ___________.
4.   The total AREA  in square feet of the 2 green hatched flower beds is ___________.
5.   How many lineal inches of eavestrough are required to run the full roof perimeter? ___________________
6.   How much TIME did you spend on this drawing? _____________________

AREA TIP:
If you HATCH  the blue
area shown (concrete pad) you 
can then obtain the area of the 
Hatch pattern with the Properties
(Ctrl 1) dialogue.
COLUMN PLACEMENT:
Use the DIVIDE command
to place 5 columns equally spaced 
around the 8" offset ARC.
PEDIT TIP:
Once you have created the arcs 
for the floor plan and roof plan, 
use the EXTEND and TRIM 
commands to clean up.  PEDIT 
will then let you join them up to 
become one closed shape.

Architectural Style Drawings19
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Architectural Style Drawings20

The EKHO Signature Series of bonus practice drawings is a unique 
collection from a real life project!  It is intended to give a student some 
sense of how to work on individual pieces of a project like the house, 
garden shed, gazebo, etc and then integrate them all together at the 
end into a finished site plan.  In EKHO's automated quizzes, we ask 
real life questions like the area of the interlocking bricks so you would 
be able to do cost estimates and ordering of product for a real project.  
The EKHO Signature Series  of practice drawings will give students a 
quick overview of a real project on a small scale.  We don't ask for 
detailed working drawings of each item, but do ask enough to create a 
sense of how it is done and then the student can extrapolate their 
knowledge from these exercises up to a fully detailed set of drawings! 
Watch for more of this concept in the future as we are most excited 
about this approach to project-based practice exercises for our clients!

EKHO Signature Series

EKHO Manor Garden Shed - July 8, 2006. (Insert - Ju ly 9, 2006)
Elegant and simple architectural style Student Proj ect based on a real life project and photos!
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EKHO Signature Series
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http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&hl=en&q=6302+emerald+links+drive,+ottawa,+on+k4p+1m4&ie=UTF8&ll=45.256431,-75.611687&spn=0.003191,0.006647&t=k&om=1
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EKHO Manor Garden Shed - July 8, 2006
(Similar to this EKHO exercise dwg.)
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EKHO MANOR Garden Shed
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Scale: 1/8" = 1'

EKHO MANOR Garden Shed

SET-UP INSTRUCTIONS
1. Using the UNITS command:

A. Set UNITS to Architectural.   Set the accuracy to 1/64".
B. Set the number of digits to the right of the decimal point to 2 for angles.
C. Accept the defaults for the remaining prompts.

2. Dimensioning is optional for your own quality control purposes.
3. Hatching is not required for this exercise except for aesthetics and AREA  information.

DRAWING QUESTIONS
1.   The distance from driveway corner A to inside corner C is: ___________.
2.   The angle from corner D to window edge B is: ___________.
3.   The total floor area of the shed inside the walls is ___________.
4.   How many square feet of interlock brick is required for the driveway? ___________.
5.   How many lineal feet of soldier course bricks is required for the driveway perimeter? ___________________
6.   If each brick is 4" wide, how many soldier course bricks will it take to cover the perimeter? _______________

AREA TIP:
You can find AREAs 3 ways:
•••• AREA  command - Object
•••• HATCH objects - Properties
• Closed PLINEs - Properties

Architectural Style Drawings22
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EKHO Manor - July 9, 2006
(Similar to this EKHO exercise dwg.)
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EKHO MANOR Site Plan
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Scale: 1:1000

EKHO MANOR Site Plan

SET-UP INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Set UNITS to Engineering.   Set the accuracy to 0.00".
2. Set the number of digits to the right of the decimal point to 2 for angles.
3. Accept the defaults for the remaining prompts.
4. Dimensioning is optional for your own quality control purposes.
5. Hatching is not required for this exercise except for aesthetics and AREA  info.
6. After drawing the site plan, add all the other EKHO Manor buildings you created.

DRAWING QUESTIONS:
1.   The distance from outside corner A to outside corner B is: ___________.
2.   The angle from corner C to corner D is: ___________.
3.   The total grass area of the site plan is __________________.
4.   How many square feet is the building lot? ___________.
5.   How many Lineal feet of fencing would it take for the lot's perimeter? ___________________
6.   How many square feet of interlocking paving stones are required for the circular driveway? _____________

AREA TIP:
You can find AREAs 3 different ways:
•••• AREA  command - Object
•••• HATCH objects - Properties
• Closed PLINEs - Properties
HATCH TIP:
Draw closed PLINE perimeters around the
various buildings and remove all the other
building details before Hatching.

Architectural Style Drawings28

EKHO Manor - Sept. 5, 2005

EKHO Manor - July 9, 2006

Please note:
This is a 
challenging 
exercise for 
motivated students.  
It will call upon 
much of your 
training in Level 1 
and will require 
more effort than it 
appears at first 
glance! Have fun 
with the challenge 
and learning 
process! :-)

7.   What % of the Lot is Grass?: ___________.
8.   What % of the Lot is Tennis court?: ___________.
9.   How many lineal feet of soldier course grey bricks are required on the
driveway's inside curve? ___________.
10.  How many lineal feet of soldier
course grey bricks are required on the
driveway's outside curve?
___________.

EKHO Signature Series
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Use this page to add any tips or key points you have learned while doing these bonus exercise 
drawings.  Use our tips to help you through all of the exercises!

EXERCISE TIPS:
1. Hatch any shape to find it's AREA  with the Properties dialogue instead of the more difficult 

AREA  command and it's Add and Subtract options.
2. Use PEDIT to join separate Plines or Lines and then find the resulting closed object's AREA .
3. Dimensions can provide critical quality control verification of your design work.
4. ID command identifies x,y coordinates of a selected point in your drawing.
5. ARCs and PLINE Arcs will reveal their lengths with:

• The new DIMARC  dimensioning tool! (3rd icon on your Dimension toolbar, 2006+)
•••• LIST command (Inquiry tools).
•••• PROPERTIES dialogue (after double clicking the arc).

6. If you are completely stuck as to why your drawing is not giving you correct answers, try 
cutting and pasting our copy over top of yours to find any errors that you may be missing!

7. Use TIME, Reset  if you plan to create your model within our drawing(s).

ADDITIONAL TIPS I HAVE LEARNED! (Don't forget to share with your colleagues!)
1. _______________________________________________________________________
2. _______________________________________________________________________
3. _______________________________________________________________________
4. _______________________________________________________________________
5. _______________________________________________________________________
6. _______________________________________________________________________
7. _______________________________________________________________________
8. _______________________________________________________________________
9. _______________________________________________________________________
10. _______________________________________________________________________
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Click To Search!
EKHO's PDF BOOKS ARE SEARCHABLE BY YOU!
If you view EKHO's books as PDF electronic copies on your computer screen, versus reading a 
hard copy, then you have the incredible advantage of being able to search the entire document 
and any other EKHO PDF books you have purchased for any key words or phrases you want !!  
This powerful search capability is a feature provided by Adobe Acrobat Reader, Adobe Acrobat 
and Adobe Acrobat Professional as well as Bluebeam's Revu software.  We have greatly 
facilitated this capability by making sure all of EKHO's PDF files are produced with a text option 
and NOT the non-searchable "text to graphics" option with Autodesk's restrictive Heidi printer 
driver.

POWERFUL SEARCH TOOL FOR YOU TO REFRESH AND REVIEW!
After performing an Acrobat search you will then be able to use the search results as hyper links 
to instantly find all pages where the word or phrase appears.  Clicking on the search results will 
then take you to the relevant linked page where you will be able to click on EKHO's Video or 
Exercise Link to watch the relevant video or perform the refined exercise and fully understand the 
topic!!

EKHO's SYSTEM FINDS EVERYTHING AVAILABLE FOR YOU!
Because this book is essentially the script for the Videos, it means you are searching for the video 
contents as well as the book's contents! Unlike other searchable training videos who make up a 
searchable key word list manually, based on an Instructor's limited memory and time, EKHO's 
system allows you to find virtually everything written in the book or spoken in the video!

EXERCISE 31:  SEARCHING IN ADOBE ACROBAT or ACROBAT READER
31-1. Open the file BONUS_EXERCISES_20_non_printable.pdf in Acrobat and click on the 
Search icon  in Adobe Acrobat's standard toolbar.
31-2.  Activate Page 1 of this book before starting the search, with our linked Table of Contents.
31-3.  Search for the unique phrase Click To Search. 
31-4.  Click on the search results link  to confirm that it will take you back to this page number 31.

(31-1)

(31-2)

(31-4)

(31-3) Clicking on an Acrobat 
Bookmark like Page 1 will 

quickly link you to the page.

Search ALL EKHO 
PDF books too!

Search results are linked 
to the relevant pages! 
Just double click them!

�
EKHO
VIDEO

Link
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Story Behind the Drawings!

Boldt Castle's Little Gazebo
Built on Heart Island in the Thousand Islands near Alexandria Bay, NY, this incredible 120 room, 
fairy tale castle was built by George Boldt around 1900.  It was nearing completion in 1904 when 
his wife died and all construction was halted within an hour of her death.  It lay abandoned for 73 
years until 1977 when the Thousand Islands Bridge Authority started to restore it as a major 
tourist attraction.  Now after 28 years of work and millions of dollars it has recovered some of it's 
original splendour!  We have gone there every 2 to 3 years since 1974 to watch in awe as it 
recovers!  The restoration of this delightful little stone gazebo was one of those small jewels of 
discovery on one of our recent trips to the castle.  Watch for our future series on Boldt Castle!

EKHO MANOR Drawings
This series of drawings is based on very accurate and simplified extractions from our labour of 
love starting in 1990.  The original house was designed with 3D AutoCAD in early 1990 and 
completed by August 1990.  The house was truly unique in North America being the first 3 story 
house built with Swiss Argisol blocks.  These are "Lego Style" styrofoam blocks which provide the 
concrete forms, insulation, vapour barrier and interior structure for the all-brick exterior. The 
various outbuildings and landscaping were then added over the next 4 years, all meticulously 
planned with 3D AutoCAD.  One very important and well checked detail with AutoCAD's 3D views 
was the priority of being able to see the swimming pool from all windows in the house.  This was 
done for the safety of our two very young daughters who went on to become excellent swimmers.  
The drawings had been tucked away until recently when they were "dusted off" and simplifed for 
the EKHO Signature Series to provide students with a PRACTICE project that is based on real 
life work.  The real bonus for students is they are fully checked with EKHO's on-line quizzes which 
is better than if we were looking over your shoulder the whole time!

Boldt Castle, Playhouse, Gazebo, Boathouse & 
Powerhouse - July 16, 2006

EKHO Manor Site Plan- July 9, 2006
Garden Shed - July 8,2006  Gazebo - Aug. 2002

EKHO Signature Series

�EKHO
Exercise

Link

http://www.boldtcastle.com/
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&hl=en&q=6302+emerald+links+drive,+ottawa,+on+k4p+1m4&ie=UTF8&ll=45.256431,-75.611687&spn=0.003191,0.006647&t=k&om=1
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&hl=en&q=alexandria+bay,+ny&ie=UTF8&ll=44.344307,-75.922281&spn=0.003242,0.006647&t=k&om=1
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&hl=en&q=6302+emerald+links+drive,+ottawa,+on+k4p+1m4&ie=UTF8&ll=45.256431,-75.611687&spn=0.003191,0.006647&t=k&om=1
http://www.ekhovideos.com/EKHODeluxeAutoCADHomeworkAssignments.html
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Use this page to keep your score and times on each of the bonus drawing quizzes as you 
complete each one.  Check the TIME as soon as you complete your drawing.

�
EKHO
QUIZ
Link

My Report Card

Typical PRACTICE by past EKHO Students is to try each exercise / drawing / quiz at least once.  
If you don't get a satisfactory score on the first try, don't worry, it will probably rise dramatically by 
trying again in a day or two.  Before starting a drawing use TIME, Reset  to set the Elapsed Time 
to 0. Use AutoCAD's TIME command to check your drawing's Elapsed Time as soon as you 
complete a drawing and this way you will know if your drawing time and skill is improving.  First 
time tries may take a long time (hours!), but that is part of your natural learning process.  Second 
and third attempts a day or two later will usually fall to a few minutes.  We have allowed you a 
very generous 1 hour of time to answer only 5 to 10 questions because we don't want the quiz to 
time out on your PRACTICE sessions!  Good Luck!  We truly hope that you have as much fun 
learning from these drawings as we do in creating these exercises, videos and quizzes!

EKHO
VIDEO

Link

EKHO
VIDEO

Link

http://www.ekhovideos.com/EKHODeluxeAutoCADHomeworkAssignments.html
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CD or DVD Pocket

Autoplay DVD/CD inserted here if purchased with this book. It contains EKHO's Flash Videos, 
Exercise Drawings and Quizzes PLUS the searchable and linked PDF copy of this book!

18+ years of award 
winning professional 
training in one DVD!

(Requires 1 copy per user)

The AutoCAD teacher 
you can Pause, Stop 

and Rewind!

$250.00

Start with:
EKHO_AUTORUN.exe

www.ekho.com
(613) 822-6935

sales@ekho.com

AUTOCAD TRAINING VIDEOS © 2006
� AutoCAD Layouts, Plotting, Sheet Sets
� Windows Tips for AutoCAD Users
� 2D AutoCAD PRACTICE Drawings
� AutoCAD 2006 Level 1

By EKH with 3D 
AutoCAD.

WHAT'S ON the OPTIONAL DVD/CD:
• EKHO's Flash Videos of some exercises in these Bonus Materials.

• EKHO's PDF copy of this book with hyperlinks throughout. (Searchable and Linked!)

• EKHO's refined Exercise drawings matched to the videos to PRACTICE 2D Design.

• EKHO's proven Quiz Links to provide instant feedback and scoring on your progress.

WHAT'S IN THIS BOOK:
• 2D AutoCAD PRACTICE Drawings exercises authored by Elton Keith Hammond P.Eng., AAI*

• Optional Purchases:

1. EKHO Strip for AutoCAD 2006 and / or AutoCAD 2006 Plotting.

2. EKHO Strip for Windows XP/2000.

3. DVD or CD with EKHO Videos & EKHO Exercise drawings.

* AAI - Autodesk Approved Instructor

EKHO Videos available at www.ekhovideos.com!

EKHO Training Videos
Anytime, AnyPlace!

EKHO Training Videos
Anytime, AnyPlace!

http://www.ekhovideos.com/
http://www.ekhovideos.com/
http://www.ekhovideos.com
http://www.ekhovideos.com


EKHO PDF BOOKS ARE SEARCHABLE!

EKHO Prices ($CDN, Qty 1)

# Description of Item

1 $10 - EKHO Strips for Keyboard Shortcuts and Tips

2 $55 - 2D AutoCAD PRACTICE Drawings Booklet Only - 5.5"x7" Format

3 $70 - 2D AutoCAD PRACTICE Drawings Book Only - 8.5"x11" Format

4 $250 - Blocks Xrefs and Images Video on DVD

5 $250 - 2D AutoCAD PRACTICE Drawings Video on DVD only.

6 $290 - 2D AutoCAD PRACTICE Drawings DVD with Booklet.

7 $300 - 2D AutoCAD PRACTICE Drawings  DVD, Booklet & EKHO Strip

8 $250 - Windows Tips for AutoCAD Users Videos on DVD

9 $500 - AutoCAD Level 1 Videos on DVD.

10 $250 - AutoCAD Layouts, Plotting and Sheet Sets.

11 Volume Pricing - Please phone 613-822-6935

EKHO PDF BOOKS ARE SEARCHABLE!

Exceptional Video learning kit by The 
EKHO Institute!

EKHO 's unique Signature Series  of Exercise 
drawings takes a student through an exciting 
real life project with EKHO Quizzes checking 

things out thoroughly as you progress!

�
EKHO
VIDEO

Link

Ctrl-Click  on this icon to link to a matching VIEW quickly for the EKHO 
exercise. (In AutoCAD only !)

Click on this icon to link to a matching EKHO video quickly.

In addition to the powerful Links included throughout EKHO's PDF book, drawings 
and videos we now provide you with the ability to do a search for any key word or 
phrase  in our PDF Books!   The linked results will take you instantly to the page and 
related video. This means you can effectively search our videos for content!

6302 Emerald Links Drive

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K4P 1M4

(613) 822-6935   Fax (613) 822-7132

www.ekhovideos.com    sales@ekho.com

Monday, September 18, 2006 10:46:32 AM
Copyright 2006 Elton Keith Hammond P.Eng. AAI

�
EKHO

PDF
BOOK

Click on this icon to link to EKHO's automatically scored Quiz with feedback to 
check your learning progress.  Tips provided for your incorrect answers!
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�
EKHO
QUIZ
Link

�
EKHO

Exercise
Link

EKHO Signature Series

T
H

EEKHOEKHOEKHOEKHO
INSTITUTE

EKHO Training Videos
Anytime, AnyPlace!

http://www.ekhovideos.com
http://www.ekho.com
http://www.ekhovideos.com/ekhosquizztitles.html
http://www.ekhovideos.com
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